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You hold in your hands the best-selling guide to NewTek's LightWave 3D  animation software, completely updated for LightWave v9 by  award-winning animator and trainer Dan Ablan. Rather than rehash the  documentation like other books, this down-to-earth, easy-to-follow  guide offers an invaluable set of project tutorials that teach you the  ins and outs of LightWave and show you the techniques you need to  master this powerful 3D software. Inside LightWave v9's accompanying  DVD features hours of high- quality video training tutorials that will  help you take the projects in the book to new heights. No other book  has taught more LightWave 3D users than Inside LightWave.
 
 Featured tutorials cover: 

	Insights into the new LightWave v9 workflow
	Powerful new surfacing with the Node Editor 
	Character modeling
	Bones and rigging for character animation
	Particle animation
	Hard body and soft body dynamics
	Rendering concepts with the new Global Render options
	Advanced camera tools



  Accompanying DVD-ROM offers hours of unique training videos created  just for this book, exclusively from 3DGarage.com (requires QuickTime);  a demo of LightWave v9 for Mac OS and Windows; all of the projects from  the book; royalty-free textures and reference images; and full-color  screenshots from the book!
     
About the Author

Dan Ablan has been animating with LightWave 3D since 1989, and in 1994  he established his own business, AGA Digital Studios, which creates 3D  animations for major corporations. Over the years he has written  articles and tutorials for seminal 3D publications such as LightWave Pro, Video Toaster User, and 3D Design, and in1995 authored New Riders’ LightWave Power Guide.  In 2003, Dan founded an educational division of AGA Digital dedicated  to 3D tutorial courses, 3DGarage.com. For more information, visit  www.danablan.com.
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Legal Strategies: How Corporations Use Law to Improve PerformanceSpringer, 2010
Far from regarding the law as supreme, corporations approach law as an element of executive thought and action aimed at optimizing competitiveness.

The objective of this book is to identify, explore and define corporate legal strategies that seek advantage in the opportunities revealed when the Law is perceived as a resource to be...
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The Living Cosmos: Our Search for Life in the UniverseRandom House, 2007

	Astrobiology–the study of life in space–is one of today’s fastest growing and most popular fields of science. In this compelling, accessible, and elegantly reasoned new book, award-winning scholar and researcher Chris Impey explores the foundations of this rapidly developing discipline, where it’s going, and what...
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Cancer of the Gastrointestinal Tract: A Handbook for Nurse Practitioners (Handbook for Nurse Practitioners Series (Whurr))John Wiley & Sons, 2003

	This text is a primer on the care of the patient with cancer of the gastrointestinal tract, for nurses who may not have experience in this demanding speciality.


	The book begins with a comprehensive look at the issues and scope of the frequently used term "quality of life". Chapters two and three take an in-depth look at...
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C/C++ Programmer's Reference, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Legendary programming author Herbert Schildt distills and organizes the  essential elements of C and C++ into a convenient and easy-to-use format that  gives you quick, accurate answers to your C/C++ programming questions. You’ll  quickly locate clear, concise explanations of the C and C++ programming syntax,  keywords, operators,...
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Video Object Extraction and Representation: Theory and ApplicationsSpringer, 2000
Video Object Extraction and Representation: Theory and  Applications is an essential reference for electrical engineers  working in video; computer scientists researching or building  multimedia databases; video system designers; students of video  processing; video technicians; and designers working in the graphic  arts.

  In...
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Institutionalization of Usability : A Step-by-Step GuideAddison Wesley, 2004
At one time, computer hardware was the key differentiator in information technology—what gave an organization it's competitive edge. Then, as hardware prices fell, software took center stage. Today, software having become a broadly shared commodity, a new differentiator has emerged—usability. Applications, including...
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